CFOA RULES 8, 9, 10 TEST - 2017

1. A, 4/6, B-35. A42 runs a sweep around the end. B87 grabs the inside back collar of A42’s shoulder pads
and pulls at the B-32. A42 crosses the sideline at the B-31 before B87 can bring him backwards to the
ground. (9-4-3k)
a. No foul. B, 1/10, B-31
b. Live ball foul. A, 1/10, B-16
c. Dead ball foul. B, 1/10, B-16
2. A, 2/8, A-40. A26 catches a pass at the A-45. B64 pushes A86 in the back while trying to get to A26. A26 is
tackled by B20 at the A-47. (9-3-5b)
a. Clipping, A, 1/10, B38
b. Block in the back. A, 1/10, B-43
c. Illegal block. A, 1/10, B-45
d. No Foul. A, 3/1, A-47
3. A, 3/4, B-8. A36 runs up the middle for a touchdown. During the play B67 grabs and twists the facemask as
he tackles A36. Time runs out for the fourth quarter during the down with the score B17 and A16. (8-2-2)
a. If accepted, the penalty must be enforced on the Try
b. A must decline the penalty
c. A can choose to have the penalty enforced on the Try
d. A can choose to have the penalty enforced at the succeeding spot in overtime
e. c or d
4. A, 4/G, B-6. A36 runs to the B-2 when he is hit and fumbles the ball. The ball rolls into the end zone where
A68 falls on the ball. After the play, A42 curses B68. (8-2-1b, 8-2-4, 10-4-5b)
a. B, 1/10, B-2
b. B, 1/10, B-17
c. A, 4/G, B-17
d. Touchdown for A, Penalty administered on try or kickoff
5. K, Free Kick, K-40. K5 attempts an on-side kick. While the ball is rolling at the K-46, K56 blocks R70 above
the waist at the K-48 before any R player initiates a block. The kick goes out of bounds at the K-49. (9-3-8)
a. R, 1/10, K-39
b. R, 1/10, K-49
c. K, Free Kick, K-30
d. a or c
e. b or c
6. A, 2/9, A-6. A10’s pass to A89 is complete and he is tackled at the A23. During the play, A71 is called for
holding B98 in the end zone. (8-5-2c)
a. A, 1/10, A-23
b. Safety. A, Free kick, K-20
c. A, 2/12, A-3
7. A, 2/10, A-24. A14 completes a pass near the sideline to A88 who runs to the B-48. In covering the play, the
Line Judge runs into A’s Assistant Coach in the restricted area at the A-40. (9-4-8, 9.4.8A, 10-2-5)
a. A, 1/10, B-48. Warning to A’s Head Coach
b. A, 2/22, A-12. Penalty charged to A’s Assistant Coach
c. A, 1/10, A-37. Penalty charged to A’s Head Coach
d. A, 2/22, A-12. Penalty charged to A’s Head Coach
e. A, 2/9, A-25. Penalty charged to A’s Assistant Coach

8. A, Try, B-3. A6’s kick is good for a 1 point. This ties the game at 24 with no time left on the clock. B63 is
called for roughing the kicker. (10-5-1d, 8-3-5)
a. Penalty is automatically declined
b. A, Try, B-1&1/2
c. Penalize B to start the overtime period
d. b or c
9. A, 2/7, A-45. A17 drops back to pass and is sacked at the A-35. During the play, A72 is called for holding at
the A-40. (10-3-2, 10-4-4)
a. A, 2/17, A-35
b. A, 2/27, A-25
c. A, 2/22, A-30
10. A, 3/6, B-26. A24 is illegally in motion when A12 takes the snap and throws a pass to A86. B27 intercepts
the pass at the B-20 and returns it to the B-40. During the return, B23 blocks A80 below the waist at the B32. (10-2-2a,b)
a. B, 1/10, B-17 if B declines A’s penalty
b. A, 1/10, B-16 if both penalties are accepted
c. A, 3/6, B-26 only if A accepts B’s penalty
11. A, 2/9, B-20. B19 intercepts A16’s pass at the B-4. His momentum is taking him toward his goal line when
he fumbles on the B-1. B26 recovers the ball in B’s end zone where he is downed. (8-5-2a, 8.5.2E)
a. B, 1/10, B-4. Momentum applies
b. B, 1/10, B-20 Touchback
c. B, Kickoff, B-20. Safety, A scores 2 points
d. Momentum would apply if the ball B-19 recovered the ball
12. A, 2/8, A-35. B17 holds receiver A87 at the A-42. A14 scrambles and is sacked at the A-28. (10-3-2,10-4-4)
a. A, 1/10, A-45
b. A, 2/5, A-38
c. A, 1/10, A-48
d. A, 1/10, A-38. Automatic first down
13. R36 catches a punt at the R-1, takes a few steps forward and then runs into his end zone to avoid a tackler.
R36 takes a knee in the end zone. (8-5-2a, Exception)
a. R, Free kick, R-20, K scores a safety
b. R, 1/10, R-1, Momentum
c. R, 1/10, R-20, Touchback
14. A, 3/8, A-22. B26 intercepts A14’s legal forward pass at the A-40. B26 runs to the A-30, where he is
tackled. During B26’s run, B66 blocks A73 below the waist at the A-34. (9-3-2, 10-3-2, 10-4-4, 10-6)
a. A, 1/10, A-37
b. B, 1/10, A-49
c. B, 1/10, A-44
15. A, 3/5, A-37. A82 catches a legal forward pass at the A-40 and runs to the A-45, where he is tackled.
During the run, A33 holds B36 at the A-38. (10-3-2; 10-4-4; 10-6)
a.
b.
c.
d.

A, 3/15, A-27
A, 1/10, A-35
A, 3/14, A-28
None of the above

16. A, 3/17, A-16. A15 is in a shotgun formation at the A-8. A15 receives the snap, runs to his right and punts
the ball from A-10. Right after the snap, B73 charges directly into the snapper. B44 recovers the kick at the
B-45 and advances to the A-45. (2-14-2b; 9-4-6)
a.
b.
c.
d.

A, 1/10, A-31, roughing the snapper
A, 3/2, A-31, roughing the snapper
B, 1/10, A-45, no foul
B, 1/10, B-30, roughing the snapper

17. A, 3/8, A-16. A18 throws a forward pass to A86. Before the pass, A66 is called for holding B76 at the A10. B23 intercepts the pass and returns it for a touchdown. (8-2-3, 10-4-2b; 10-6)
a.
b.
c.
d.

B scores a TD, Try, A-1&1/2
B, scores a TD, Kickoff at the 50
B, scores a TD, B must decline the penalty to keep the TD
a or b

18. A, 2/6, B-21. During the first overtime series, A14 throws a pass to A88 for an apparent touchdown. B41 is
called for pass interference on the play. (8-2-2, 10-4-2b)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

A, Try, B-1&1/2, if penalty is accepted
B, 1/10, A-40, if penalty is enforced at subsequent spot
A, Try, B-3 if penalty is declined
A, Try, B-3. Penalty must be declined
a or c

19. A, 3/6, B-12. A16 completes a pass to A83 for a touchdown. During the play, B26 is called for pass
interference. After the play, A83 taunts B26. (8-2-2, 8-2-5)
a. A, Try, B-16&1/2 if both penalties on the try
b. A, Kickoff, A-40 if both fouls on the kickoff
c. A, Try, B1&1/2 and A, Kickoff, A-25
d. A, Try, B-18, and A Kickoff, B-45
e. Any of the above
20. K, 4/12, R-20. K9 kicks a successful field goal. During the play, R42 is called for roughing K9. (10-5-1, 8-43)
a. K must decline the penalty to accept the score
b. K scores 3 points and kickoff is from the R-45
c. K, 1/G, R-10 after half the distance to goal penalty
d. K, 4/2, R-10 after half the distance to goal penalty
e. b or c
21. Overtime. A, Try, B-3. A16 completes a pass to A86 for a successful 2 point try. B41 is called for pass
interference. (8-3-5b)
a. A must decline the penalty to accept the score
b. A can accept the score but cannot enforce the penalty because there is no kickoff
c. A can accept the score and enforce the penalty from the succeeding spot
22. K, 4/10, K-30. R25 catches K18’s punt at the R-35 and runs it back to the R-45. R52 is called for holding at
the K-45 during the kick. K78 curses R25. (10-2-3, 10-2-5, 10-4-3, 10-4-5)
a. K, 4/10, K-30. Penalties offset
b. K, 4/15, K-25
c. R, 1/10, R-40
d. R, 1/10, 50 yardline
e. R, 1/10, K-40

23. A, 3/6, A-20. A14 throws a backward pass to A28. A28 muffs the pass and it is batted in the air by B22 at
the A-10. The ball is recovered by B78 in A’s end zone. (5-3-1, 9-7-2)
a. Touchdown for B
b. A, 1/10, A-35. After penalty for illegal batting
c. Safety. A, Free kick, A-20
24. A, 2/15, B26. A14 passes to A80 who catches the ball at the B-18. B64 roughs A14 after the pass. A80
fumbles the ball at the B-14. It is recovered by A22 at the B-8. (9-4-4, 9.4.4C)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

A, 2/2, B-13
A, 1/G, B-7
A, 1/10, B-13
A, 1/G, B-4
None of the above

25. K, 4/6, R-34. K9 punts the ball at the R-44. The kick bounces at the R-3. K24 bats the ball at the R-2 to
keep it out of the end zone. R12 recovers the ball at the R-3 and attempts to advance but retreats into R’s
end zone and is downed. (8-5-2a)
a.
b.
c.
d.

R, 1/10, R-17 after penalty for illegal batting
R, Free kick, R-20. Safety
R, 1/10, R-2. First touching by K24
K, 4/21, R-49 after penalty for illegal batting

